
 

Why I want to live and work in Hong Kong 
 
 
I am continuously fascinated with the work ethic of people who stay in Hong Kong. It is completely 
and utterly amusing, and I say this with the utmost respect. Just to get an opportunity to be part of 
such culture is an accomplishment on its own. I have been looking at traveling options and teaching 
jobs abroad, but there has not been a country as of this date that I have had my eye on such as Hong 
Kong. I am astonished by the rapid growth of the country, not even to mention the ability to 
overcome and adapt. If I was to be considered for this opportunity, it would feel as if I already have 
succeeded, even though it does not mean I received the position just yet. My passion and strive to 
success and growth is something I feel could walk hand-in-hand with Hong Kong’s work ethic. If I 
decide on a task, it ends up being successful. No hard work, no reward. I feel Hong Kong can 
challenge me in ways necessary for myself to grow. Challenges I have not yet felt after studying. I 
want to live and work in Hong Kong for the sole purpose of achieving excellence for myself and those 
surrounding me. I would love to study part time whilst in Hong Kong as well, as this creates further 
opportunities regarding input towards Hong Kong. Just by hearing or watching video testimonials on 
teaching in Hong Kong gives me that tingling feeling that triggers a sense of emotion and pride 
towards Hong Kong.  
 
 
I have so much more to offer than this essay entails, it is just not possible to exclaim the true feeling 

and emotion of a possibility to move to Hong Kong. I would love if you could take this into 

consideration when finalizing your decision. 


